OPTIMAL CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

Retail

Your partner for retail

Climate solutions for maximum comfort
A pleasant store climate is mainly determined by the temperature and the air quality on the shop floor. Good climate separation in
the doorway and heating, cooling or ventilation in the area have a great effect on this. Your staff and visitors will notice straight away
if the interior climate is below par. Comfortable in-store surroundings help make visitors feel welcome, and pleasant working
conditions help to reduce sick leave and increase your employees' productivity.

Climate separation
Open shop doors are very important to many shopkeepers as they are inviting and break down
boundaries, which contributes to customer-friendliness. However, an open door creates an
exchange of air which is often an unpleasant experience for staff and customers. The comfort air
curtains from Biddle achieve the best possible climate separation in your doorway, preventing
this exchange of air. The interior and exterior temperatures are effectively separated, resulting in
high energy savings and maximum comfort

Climate control
Biddle makes it possible to heat, cool and ventilate the room easily. Depending on the
customer's requirements, a "custom climate system" is designed, in which efficient heat
recovery is an option. This provides the greatest comfort in any situation.

Your partner for retail

Biddle offers:
Energy saving
- Optimum climate separation in the doorway
- Low-consumption climate equipment
- Heat recovery
Comfort
- No draughts on the shop floor
- Constant, optimum interior climate
- Low noise levels
Project management
- Tailored advice
- Analysis, planning, commissioning and maintenance
After sales service
- Insight into climate separation through data analysis
- Proactive optimisation

From analysis to monitoring
Biddle has a great deal of experience in designing climate solutions which are tailored to the
retail environment. The first step is to determine the climate requirement on the shop floor, then
in consultation with you we seek a suitable climate solution. Using its intelligent software, Biddle
is able to monitor and analyse the doorway and its energy consumption in detail, so we are
always proactively seeking maximum efficiency. We can also map your doorway with a heatimaging camera. Biddle is your partner from analysis through to monitoring. The result: the best
climate solution for your building!
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